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I. Why Decorah?

Luther College began with a dream.1 It was the dream 
of a Norwegian university in America. 

The little town of Decorah lay far out on the 
fringes of the western world in 1861. It was only twelve years 
old, and the total population in 1860 was 1,865. Three hun-
dred seventy eight of these Decorah settlers—one-fifth of 
the town’s population—were Norwegians, living on a thinly 
populated frontier on the edge of Indian territory. 

DECORAH
Total Population and Norwegian Percentage

1856 1860 1870 1880
Total 759 1865 2104 3483
Norwegians 90  378 518 954

% Norwegian 11.9% 20.3% 27.8% 27.4%

In 1861, travel was on foot or by covered wagon, and 
the center of Norwegian settlement was far from Iowa, in 
southeastern Wisconsin and northern Illinois or scattered 
in seaports like Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and New 
Orleans. Why was this little town, which had been Indian 
territory until 1849, chosen as the site for the first Norwegian 
school in the New World?

The reason was largely due to the influence of one man, 
a native of Bergen named Ulrik Vilhelm Koren.2 He and his 

bride, Elisabeth Hysing from Larvik, like most of the settlers, 
were young when they came to northeastern Iowa, late in the 
year 1853. Vilhelm Koren promoted the dream, and another 
young man, Peter Laurentius Larsen from Christiansand, who 
signed himself Laur. Larsen, made it a reality.3

In order to understand this dream of a Norwegian uni-
versity in America, we need to go back to the student days of 
Koren and Larsen in the city they knew as Christiania, where 
their ideal of a university was formed.4

II. Student Life in Christiania
In 1844, Vilhelm Koren matriculated in Norway’s only 
university. Oslo, then called Christiania, was densely packed 
into a small quadrant of streets laid out in the seventeenth 
century between Akershus Castle and Our Savior’s Church 
(now Oslo Cathedral). A grand new boulevard named for 
King Karl Johan was taking shape to the west of the old town 
along a sweeping axis running towards the half-finished Royal 
Palace.5 Christiania was a cosmopolitan little city in the 1840s. 
Many families of condition still spoke French and English, 
while the actors at Christiania Theater spoke Danish, Swedish 
officers strutted about (for Norway was still under the King 
of Sweden), and German artisans came in to build the many 
new structures along Karl Johan Boulevard.6

Norway’s only university was barely thirty years old, 
and all the students were males.7 The university was housed 
in temporary quarters scattered throughout the city. Young 
Vilhelm Koren came from Bergen, Norway’s largest city. Many 
of his university friends were also from Bergen. He took long 
walks with the renowned poet, Johan Sebastian Welhaven, 
“who liked to have an audience,” and when another Bergen 
friend, J. D. Behrens, organized the first university chorus, 
Koren sang first tenor.8 Students met at the student union, 
Studenterforeningen, to hold debates, put on amateur plays, 
read Norway’s first newspaper, Morgenbladet, and have long 
discussions over glasses of wine. In 1845, Koren and other 
students marched in the funeral procession of the popular poet, 
Henrik Wergeland. They could also be a rowdy crowd in the 
balcony of Christiania Theater on Friday evenings or attend-
ing touring performances of Italian opera or Bournonville’s 
Royal Danish Ballet.9 

Vilhelm Koren’s religion was the old-fashioned kind of 
Lutheran orthodoxy defined by the Augsburg Confession 
and Luther’s Catechisms until his religious life was changed 
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by reading Søren Kierkegaard.10 One observer noted that Ki-
erkegaard was so popular many Christiania students “affected 
even an imitation of his language and mannerisms.”11 What 
Koren learned from Kierkegaard was an attitude of critical 
religious activism: “A critical attitude towards all pretensions 
regarding Christianity, both in oneself and in others … a 
longing for genuine and meaningful work and the spiritual 
struggle that comes with it.”12 

Laur. Larsen was seven years younger than Koren, and 
the mood of the Norwegian capital had changed by the time 
he arrived. Larsen was an army officer’s son and grandson 
of a signer of the Norwegian constitution. He took the 
university entrance examination, the artium, in 1850 with 
eighty-six others, including Henrik Ibsen and Lyder Siew-
ers, the brother of Norway’s last baroness.13 There were also 
some peasant students, fresh from the mountains, who clus-
tered together and seemed ill at ease in the city. One was my 
great-grandfather, who walked all the way from Ringsaker 
to Christiania to study but never made it into the university; 
he went back home and then emigrated to America. Larsen 
passed the artium exam with honors. Like many students of 
the 1850s, he grew a beard and became an avid participant 
in the Pan-Scandinavian movement, which aimed to build 
bonds of brotherhood between Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 
Finland, and Iceland. 

The cultural life of Christiania was blossoming. The 
Eidsvoll Constitution of 1814 guaranteed self-government 
to Norway. Norwegian laws were debated and passed by the 
Storting in Christiania, then signed by the king in Stockholm. 
In 1852, the university moved into splendid new buildings 
on Karl Johan Boulevard. Paolo Sperati arrived from Turin by 
way of Copenhagen to become musical director of Christiania 
Theater. He took charge of the garrison’s military brass band, 
and they began march down Karl Johan to perform open-air 
concerts near the university.14

National Romanticism was in the air. Young writers like 
Henrik Ibsen, A. O. Vinje, and the future Nobel prize winner, 
Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson, all hung out at Studenterforeningen, 
along with Koren, Larsen, and their friends. In 1856, Dan-
ish actors were shouted off the stage by Bjørnson and other 
students, who demanded plays in Norwegian. That same year, 
Ibsen’s play, The Feast at Solhoug, with music by Sperati, became 
the playwright’s first big hit. Meanwhile, Camilla Collett’s 
novel, The Governor’s Daughters, pointed to new directions 
of feminism and realism in Norwegian literature. University 
students of the 1850s may have lived in garret rooms on little 
or nothing, but they were experiencing the cultural excitement 
of a dawning Golden Age. For the rest of their lives, they 
would never forget those student days in Christiania.

III. Realizing the Dream 1853-1865
The “real world” of the 1850s, however, was far less glittering. 
When they graduated, there were no jobs—certainly not for 
Candidates of Theology. Norway’s population soared from 
under 900,000 to nearly a million and a half between 1800 and 
1855, but active pastors in the Church of Norway increased 
in the same period by only two: from 469 to 471.15 Ironically, 
Koren said that theology was considered a “bread and butter” 

course when he entered the university.16  Now, there were three 
hundred theology graduates without calls, trying to pick up 
any kind of work they could find.17 

Lack of opportunity was the name of the game in Norway 
of the 1850s. Emigrants were leaving, and small colonies of 
Norwegian immigrants were springing up in America.18 As 
early as 1844, when Koren entered the university, a frustrated 
theology graduate who had gone for more than a decade 
without a call finally decided to request ordination in order 
to follow the emigrants.19 His name was J. C. W. Dietrichson. 
He came to Wisconsin, organized a string of congregations 
in Norwegian settlements, and started the process of sending 
American letters of call to church authorities in Christiania. 

Dietrichson was soon followed by two other Norwegian 
pastors, H. A. Stub and A. C. Preus, who arrived to serve the 
calls he had established. In 1851, together with the Dane, C. 
L. Clausen, who had been serving Norwegian communities in 
Wisconsin since 1843, these two Norwegian pastors organized 
a body of eighteen congregations that grew into the Synod of 
the Norwegian Evangelical Lutheran Church in America.20  
In 1853, newly arrived pastors, including Herman Amberg 
Preus and Jacob Aall Ottesen, helped to establish orthodox 
confessional Lutheranism as the theology in the Norwegian 
Synod. It became the dominant Norwegian-American reli-
gious body for the next thirty years.

Later that same year of 1853, Vilhelm Koren and his 
bride, Elisabeth, took their Kierkegaardian leap of faith into 
an unknown world.21  Now, there were nine Norwegian cler-
gymen in America. They all came from well-known families 

Elisabeth and U.V. Koren, played by KayCee Bucher, ’14 and Ryan 
Gjerde in the August 2011 History Walk.
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whose high social status came, not from wealth, but from the 
offices their ancestors had held as clergymen, bishops, judges, 
and officers. As a group, they formed an egalitarian elite. 
Koren was the first to accept a call west of the Mississippi 
River. In America, they lived mainly in rough log parsonages 
and often had to make their own furniture, while their wives 
cooked, sewed, stuffed sausages, and brewed ale. This was not 
the life they had dreamed of, but at least they were pastors: 
they had calls. 

Few Norwegian university graduates, however, were 
willing to take that leap into the unknown New World. The 
demand far exceeded the supply. Almost immediately, the 
pioneers saw the need for a Norwegian university in America, 
not only to train pastors, but also to train leaders in all fields. 
In 1857, the Synod sent Nils Brandt and J. A. Ottesen to 
examine German Lutheran schools in America.22 German 
Lutherans had been in America since the eighteenth century. 
Of the four schools they visited, they liked Concordia College 
and Seminary in St. Louis best. 

That year of 1857, the annual meeting of the Norwegian 
Synod was held west of the Mississippi for the very first time, 
at Koren’s pastorate on Washington Prairie near Decorah. On 
10 October 1857, the Synod voted to establish a “University 
Fund.”  Until they could afford to build a Norwegian university 
in America, they would send Norwegian students to Concor-
dia College and establish a Norwegian professorship there.23  
A few students went off immediately, and a teaching call was 
issued in 1859 to young Laur. Larsen, who had immigrated 
to a pastorate in Wisconsin in 1857. 

Larsen assumed the professorship in St. Louis. He had 
eight Norwegian students his first year and twelve the second. 
His German immigrant colleagues took the Bible literally 
and told him that they preferred the polemical Formula of 
Concord to the more irenic Augsburg Confession as a state-
ment of Lutheran faith, and so did Larsen’s former teacher in 
Christiania, C. P. Caspari, who came to Norway from Leipzig. 
During fall semester of 1860, Larsen was sent to Norway to 
recruit more pastors and discovered, after only three years in 
America, that the Church of Norway seemed foreign to him.24  
Norwegian theologians criticized his rigid Biblical literalism. 

When the Civil War broke out in 1861, lay delegates to 
the annual meeting of the Norwegian Synod and some of the 
pastors rose in revolt against continuing to send their future 
ministers to a seminary in a slave state.25 Clausen was the 
only pastor to stand with them. They demanded a separate 
Norwegian university in a free state, not later, but now! In June 
of 1861, only two months after the attack on Fort Sumter, 
the Norwegian Synod gave in to this lay majority and voted 
to establish a separate school.

The dream of a Norwegian university in America was 
implemented in haste, and it had to be modified. They could 
not establish a full university with the traditional faculties 
of the liberal arts, law, medicine, and theology. That was still 
beyond their resources, and they also recognized that law and 
medicine were adequately taught at American universities. 
What they needed right now was a faculty of arts to prepare 
students to go on to theology or enter Norwegian-American 
communities in other positions of leadership. They began to 

use the American word “college,” rather than the Norwegian 
universitet.26

When the Civil War broke out in 1861,  
lay delegates to the annual meeting of the Nor-
wegian Synod rose in revolt against continuing 
to send their future ministers to a seminary in a 

slave state.

Several alternative sites were considered. Vilhelm Koren 
was quick to point out the advantages of Decorah. Immigra-
tion was increasing, and all the new immigrants were heading 
west of the Mississippi. Decorah was already surrounded by 
several large Norwegian settlements in northeastern Iowa 
and southeastern Minnesota. The town itself had a significant 
Norwegian population. Moreover, Koren’s frontier congrega-
tions were generous contributors to the University Fund, so 
there was a solid base of financial support in the Decorah area. 
Finally, Koren, in his aggressive, Kierkegaardian manner, had 
already acquired an option to buy a scenic, thirty-two acre 
campus site on the edge of Decorah. The Synod listened and 
took action. They voted to organize a building committee 
and authorized Koren to purchase the Decorah campus site 
for $1,500.27  

A suitable temporary building could not be found on 
short notice in Decorah, so the new school was housed for one 
year in a vacant parsonage at Halfway Creek near La Crosse, 
Wisconsin. Larsen moved there. He wanted a colleague who 
was fluent in English because he knew that English was es-
sential in the globalized environment of America. The choice 
fell on F. A. Schmidt, pastor of the first English-language 
congregation in the Missouri Synod. Larsen and Schmidt 
had a dozen students that first year, half of whom had already 
studied in St. Louis.28 The following summer, they moved to 
Decorah, and for the next three academic years, they resided 
in temporary facilities, across from the courthouse in down-
town Decorah, while the main building of the college was 
under construction.

During those years, a third faculty member was recruited 
from Norway.29 He was Lyder Siewers, a bachelor who was 
accompanied by his refined and beautiful sister, and whose 
charm and poetic nature contrasted with an austere family 
man like President Larsen.30  Siewers and Larsen both taught 
Norwegian language and literature, while Larsen taught his-
tory, including Norwegian history, one of his favorite subjects.

On the campus site, the huge brick Main building of 
Luther College gradually arose. It was dedicated on October 
14, 1865.  “Never before on any occasion has so large a crowd 
of Norwegians been assembled on one spot in this country,” 
wrote a contemporary observer, who estimated the crowd at 
nearly 6,000.31 In terms of percentage, this may have been 
the largest group of Norwegians ever assembled in America.

By 1865, Det norske Luther College, as it was officially 
called, consisted of four teachers and eighty-one students, 
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divided among four college classes and two preparatory 
classes. The faculty grew to five in 1867 and seven in 1868, 
while enrollment soared towards 200 and kept on climbing.

During the summer of 1866, Larsen made a tour of 
several American colleges and universities.32  His assessment, 
in a word, was “humbug!”  He would stick with the model 
of Christiania. And stick with it he did, with what he called 
“good, old-fashioned Norwegian thoroughness.”33 Instruc-
tion at Luther College was thorough beyond the standards 
of American institutions of the day. The beginning classes 
followed the curriculum of a Norwegian Latin school that 
prepared students for the artium examination. The following 
years were similar to preparation for the second university 
examination in Norway, the philosophicum. The languages of 
instruction from the very beginning were both Norwegian 
and English, and so they remained for the first half-century 
of the college’s existence. 

The system proved to be effective. When Schmidt assessed 
one student in the very first class, Rasmus B. Anderson, after 
three and a half years at Luther College, he said that Anderson 
could “manage all but the most difficult passages in Greek 
and Latin,” had mastered German completely, pronounced 
English correctly, and had “considerable ability” in Norwe-
gian, as well as having “successfully completed the prescribed 
courses in mathematics, religion, and elementary music.”34  
Hebrew, history, geography, and penmanship were also part 
of the curriculum. 

IV. The Crucible of America, 1865-1911
The model of a Norwegian Latin school, or the arts faculty of 
a university, suited Luther College very well, and the college 
continued to prosper and grow. In 1865, a teachers’ training 
program was added and maintained for twenty years, although 
Larsen had misgivings about mixing the two Norwegian 
models of a universitet and lærerseminar (teachers’ college).35  
In 1874, a new wing was added to the Main building. En-
rollment stood at 229, with 146 in the college division. The 
faculty had grown to ten.36  

Their constant aim was to train leaders for the Norwegian 
communities in America. However, most of the students were 
not drawn from a traditional elite like the leaders of the Synod. 
These students were mainly raw Norwegian-American farm 
boys, who did not arrive with the savoir-faire of a Vilhelm 
Koren or Lyder Siewers. Somebody needed to teach them 
the social and cultural roles of leadership. Diderikke Brandt, 
wife of the college pastor, was the one who did so.37 Like 
Camilla Collett and a few other Norwegian women from elite 
families, she had been schooled in the Moravian community 
of Christiansfeld in Danish Schleswig. The Moravians were 
famous for their strictly egalitarian social organization and 
for their so-called Lovefeast, a sort of religious coffee klatch 
with music, used as a ceremony of social integration. Diderikke 
Brandt adapted this custom by inviting a few students to the 
parsonage every Sunday afternoon for coffee, cookies, and 
music. These shy farm boys were honored to attend, and many 
a future Norwegian-American leader learned to cultivate the 
manners of the Norwegian elite at the Brandt parsonage.38  
The polished manners of a gentleman, on top of a solid clas-

sical humanist education, propelled Luther College graduates 
into the egalitarian Norwegian-American elite.  

Another pressing need was the education of women. 
Among the Norwegian elite, women were not educated in 
a Latin school setting, but rather, were tutored in modern 
languages and other subjects at home. This practice continued 
in Decorah, where Luther College professors helped with the 
tutoring and Elisabeth Koren held an informal literary salon 
for young women at Washington Prairie parsonage.39 Some 
of these women went on to complete their education in co-
educational American colleges and universities, and several 
had distinguished careers.

Larsen made a tour of several American colleges 
and universities. His assessment, in a word, 

was “humbug!” He would stick with the model 
of Christiania. 

Laur. Larsen was editor of the Synod’s journal, Kirkelig 
Maanedstidende, and he needed a printing press in Decorah. 
In 1867, the Synod engaged a typographer named Brynild 
Anundsen, a native of Skien, who moved to Decorah to 
publish the Synod’s periodicals.40 In 1874, Anundsen 
started a newspaper of his own, Decorah-Posten. In order to 
publish Norwegian books, the Synod needed big presses. 
The Lutheran Publishing House was established in 1877 in 
Decorah.41  Under the leadership of Einar Wulfsberg, whose 
grandfather had founded Norway’s first newspaper, it grew 
into a large and profitable enterprise. These two publishing 
houses soon made Decorah a rival to Chicago as America’s 
leading center of Norwegian-language publishing and 
added many families of typographers, bookbinders, editors, 
and graphic artists to the local population. Decorah was no 
Christiania, but it did begin to take on the social profile of 
a small Norwegian city.42      

The influence of Luther College radiated far beyond 
Decorah as graduates spread throughout America. As early 
as 1869, the University of Wisconsin hired a former Luther 
College student, Rasmus B. Anderson, to teach Norwegian 
and Scandinavian culture, as well as Latin, Greek, and logic.43  
This resulted in a permanent transplantation of Luther Col-
lege’s academic traditions to another American institution. 
Anderson’s dream was not a dream of a Norwegian univer-
sity—he had never been to Norway—but of Nordic languages 
and culture as part of the curriculum of an American univer-
sity, where they remain to this day in Madison. Before long, 
teachers from Luther College founded similar programs at 
the Universities of Minnesota and North Dakota.44

In 1874, the Synod approved a proposal to establish an 
academy in Northfield, Minnesota, under another Luther 
College graduate, Th. N. Mohn. St. Olaf ’s School started as 
a co-educational, English-oriented preparatory school and 
enrolled fifty students the very first year.45 Mohn had never 
studied in Christiania, and his dream of higher education, 
like that of Rasmus B. Anderson, was an American dream.
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By 1874, how-
ever, an alternative 
version of the dream 
of a Norwegian 
university had come 
to America. Georg 
Sverdrup and Sven 
Oftedal had just 
arrived, and theirs 
was a dream that 
reflected Christi-
ania of the 1870s, 
which was different 
from the Norwe-
gian capital of the 
1840s or ‘50s. Two 
influential profes-
sors of theology in 
Christiania, Gisle 
Johnson and C. P. 
Caspari, had in-
spired a puritanical 
religious movement 
called the Johnso-
nian awakening. 
Caspari brought the 
Formula of Con-
cord from his na-
tive Saxony. Gisle 
Johnson merged 
this hard-edged 
Saxon theolog y 
with the fervid in-
tensity of Haugean 
revival practices.46  
Sverdrup and Of-
tedal experienced 

this awakening when they were students and brought it to 
the previously peripatetic Augsburg College and Seminary. 
They established New Testament Greek, not Latin, as the 
fundamental classical language, and gave the course of study 
at Augsburg a theological ardor that contrasted with the more 
humanist classical curriculum of Luther College.47 

Det Norske Luther College continued to recruit many fac-
ulty members directly from Norway, including Thrond Bothne, 
whose Norwegian literature classes were “like a feast” but who 
always insisted that things be done as they were hjemme (at 
home).48  They also recruited American-educated teachers like 
Andrew Veblen, brother of the famous economist, Thorstein 
Veblen. Sometimes, talented students like Carlo Sperati, a 
son of the famous maestro in Christiania, served as part-time 
instructors. The classical humanist curriculum remained virtu-
ally unchanged for decades on end.

Then the thunderbolt of the Election Controversy struck 
Luther College. Around a third of its supporting congrega-
tions left the Norwegian Synod around 1886 and merged 
with others to form a large, new church body. Th. N. Mohn 
transformed his Northfield academy into St. Olaf College, 

which became the official college of this new body.49 The 
first eleven male faculty members of St. Olaf College were 
all Luther College graduates.50 With the loss of one-third 
of its base, Luther College’s enrollment declined sharply in 
1887-88. The following year, Main building was destroyed by 
fire. A new Main building, erected on the foundations of the 
old one, was dedicated in 1890.51  This splendid new structure 
was attractive, and the college gradually recovered during the 
last decade of the century, but now, it had substantial rivals 
among Norwegians in America. 

By the 1890s, the Norwegian Synod was ready to deal 
with the issue of women’s education in a new way. Two models 
existed among American colleges and universities. One was 
the co-educational model followed by St. Olaf College.52  
The other was a separate “sister college” for women, such as 
Harvard and Radcliffe, Yale and Vassar, or Columbia and 
Barnard.53 This model was adopted by the Norwegian Synod.54  
The classical curriculum of Luther College was not modified 
to accommodate co-education, but rather, the Norwegian 
Synod established a sister college for women in Red Wing, 
Minnesota.55 

Koren, Larsen, and the other the founding pioneers were 
growing old by the last decade of the century. They and their 
contemporaries among Norwegian immigrants began to 
reflect on what their generation had achieved. A meeting of 
Luther College alumni in 1895 discussed the need to collect 
records of the history of Norwegians in America. Luther 
College already had a small museum of miscellaneous objects. 
Haldor J. Hanson, a music teacher, was placed in charge of 
it and quickly began to add artifacts, paintings, documents, 
and photographs that reflected the Norwegian experience in 
America. He started Luther College’s unrivalled collection of 
Norwegian-American newspapers, which is now on microfilm. 
“By 1900, he had ten wall cases and seventeen show cases 
full of artifacts. By 1901, he was running out of room.”56 In a 
few short years, Haldor Hanson transformed a miscellaneous 
college collection into a remarkable Norwegian-American 
historical museum and archive. This was the beginning of 
a shift away from trying to replicate a Norwegian dream in 
America and towards a new emphasis upon preserving the 
best of the Norwegian legacy.

The students at the turn of the century were largely 
American-born and educated. They sometimes rebelled 
against Luther’s rigid classical curriculum. The faculty was 
split, but Larsen would not yield, nor would his successor, 
C. K. Preus, who became president in 1902. When the mat-
ter came to a head in a faculty meeting in 1904, opposition 
was so fierce that two faculty members, Haldor Hanson and 
Knut Gjerset, resigned.57 Gjerset relented and stayed, but the 
talented Hanson was gone forever. 

Knut Gjerset was a graduate of the University of Min-
nesota with a German Ph.D. from Heidelberg.58 He taught 
History and Norwegian and once commented that his stu-
dents generally spoke some Norwegian but came from homes 
where the rigors of American frontier life had left little time 
for cultural pursuits. In college, they came in contact with 
“the treasures of Norwegian culture” for the first time, and 
Gjerset said that these treasures gripped their minds “with 

Carlo Sperati, played by Richard Simon 
Hanson, the August 2011 History Walk.
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great power. For them, the old becomes new, and it glows with 
the aura of a great saga of the ancient fatherland where their 
own ancestors had their origins.”59 Teachers like Gjerset; his 
predecessors, Laur. Larsen, Lyder Siewers, Thrond and Gisle 
Bothne; and their successors to the present day have helped 
many students regain their heritage as Norwegian Americans.

In 1911, Luther College celebrated its semicentennial 
while its mother university in Christiania celebrated its cen-
tennial. The classical curriculum was still firmly in place at 
Luther College. The languages of classroom instruction were 
still Norwegian and English. Change was in the air, because 
the world was changing, but change came to Det Norske Luther 
College at a creeping pace.

V. The Dream Remembered, 1911-1960
With the departure of Haldor Hanson in 1904, Carlo A. Spe-
rati returned to lead Luther College’s music program for the 
next four decades. In 1914, on the centennial of the Eidsvoll 
constitution, he was back in his hometown of Christiania, 
leading the Luther College Band down Karl Johan Boulevard 
on the Seventeenth of May, along the route his father’s band 
had marched for so many years.60 The First World War broke 
out later that summer, and America’s entry into the war in 
1917 brought a frenzy of anti-immigrant hysteria that almost 
ended the use of Norwegian as a language of instruction.61 In 
1918, the name of the college was changed from Det Norske 
Luther College to Luther College.

Despite constant discussion, however, little changed in 
the curriculum, except that Hebrew was finally dropped as a 
graduation requirement in 1919 and the preparatory depart-
ment was closed in 1928. Meanwhile, under President Preus 
as curator, the museum grew into a distinctively Norwegian 
type of folk museum that reflected the lives of ordinary people, 
rather than the culture of the elite, and in 1913, Luther College 
started the first open-air museum division in America when 
the pioneer log home of the Korens was moved to campus. 

Koren Library, dedicated in 1921, contained the museum 
collections as well as the library.62  It was a state of the art facil-
ity designed in consultation with J. C. M. Hanson, a Luther 
graduate who developed the Library of Congress system and 
later headed the University of Chicago library.63 The library 
and archival collections grew to comprise a major resource 
for Norwegian-American research with unrivalled collections 
of Decorah imprints and Norwegian-American newspapers. 
When President Preus died suddenly of a heart attack in 1921, 
Oscar L. Olson, an English professor, took over as president, 
still dedicated to maintaining the classical curriculum. 

Knut Gjerset became museum curator and organized 
exhibitions at the Norse-American Centennial celebration in 
St. Paul in 1925. The success of these exhibitions motivated 
Gjerset to move forward with his dream of transforming the 
Luther College Museum into a national Norwegian-Ameri-
can institution with the archive and an historical association. 
Gjerset spent the summer of 1925 traveling around to enlist 
support for his dream. His friend, Ole E. Rölvaag, arranged 
a meeting in Northfield. At that meeting, Gjerset’s dream 
underwent a metamorphosis and was divided into two parts. 
The Luther College Museum was renamed the Norwegian-

American Historical Museum, while the new Norwegian-
American Historical Association came to be located, not in 
Decorah, but at St. Olaf College. Both were self-designated 
national Norwegian-American institutions.64 In 1932, Gjerset 
acquired a large building in downtown Decorah and moved 
the museum collections there, where they remain to this day. 

By 1932, America was deep in the Great Depression. 
Enrollment at Luther College held firm until the academic 
year 1931-32 and then dropped like a rock, with devastating 
effect. This deep enrollment crisis provoked serious action. 
In September of 1931, the faculty carried out a complete 
modernization of the curriculum. The Latin and Greek 
graduation requirements were abolished and a system of 
electives established, with more options in sciences and social 
sciences.65 The Norwegian requirement was replaced with a 
course in Norwegian culture, which remained a requirement 
until 1952.66  Once the classical curriculum was gone, nothing 
stood in the way of co-education. Moreover, Luther’s sister 
school in Red Wing had closed in 1920, strengthening the 
case for admitting women to Luther. In October of 1931, one 
month after the curriculum revision, the faculty voted in favor 
of co-education.67 

Slowly, the college adjusted to co-education and the new 
curriculum under President O. J. H. Preus, who took over in 
1932. Gradually, Luther began to recover from the Great 
Depression. In 1936, the Luther College band toured Norway 
again, and in 1939, Crown Prince Olav and Crown Princess 

Emily Frank, who taught education and psychology and was first 
dean of women and Helen Marion Hoff (later Haatvedt), first 
woman graduate, played by Martha Davis and Jaci Wilkinson 
in the August 2011 History Walk.   
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Märtha made the first of seven Norwegian royal visits to the 
college.68  

The Second World War reached deeply into the male 
student body and saw the Main building destroyed by fire in 
1942. The college struggled along until a new Main with the 
clean, austere lines of the international Bauhaus style could 
be occupied in 1952. By then, an influx of war veterans drove 
enrollment to record heights, and an era of postwar expansion 
had begun under President J. Wilhelm Ylvisaker, who took 
over when Preus retired in 1948.69

VI. Luther and Norway in the Last Half-Century:  
A Memoir
Luther College celebrated its centennial in 1961. That same 
year, a major faculty crisis swept away the doctrinaire religious 
approach that had prevailed since the beginning of the col-
lege.70 In 1963, E. D. Farwell, a proactive, Berkeley-trained 
administrator, became president and for the next twenty years 
moved the college steadily into the American mainstream 
of higher education without losing the egalitarian spirit of 
leadership and strong sense of community that had always 
been hallmarks of the college.71 In 1964, the Norwegian-
American Historical Museum received a separate charter 
and began to separate from the college. Marion J. Nelson 
served as director from 1964 until 1999 and led the museum 
in its march toward the status of a major American ethnic 
museum and the largest museum in the nation devoted to a 
single ethnic group.

When I came to Luther College in 1967, Norwegian 
names still dominated among the students and faculty, and the 
percentage of Lutherans was high. Gradually, the Norwegian 
character of the college and community faded during the next 
half-century. The dream of Luther College as a Norwegian 
university in America had long since given way to the ideals 
of American liberal education. The local Norwegian-language 
newspaper, Decorah-Posten, ceased publication in 1973 after 
ninety-nine years. When my generation of faculty colleagues 
retired in the 1990s, most of our replacements were not Lu-
therans of Norwegian ancestry, as many of us were. 

To this day, however, in the Luther College archives and 
library, and in the some academic departments, as well as at 
Vesterheim museum, the Norwegian legacy remains a driving 
force. Preus Library remains a major resource—in some areas, 
a unique resource—for research on Norwegians in America. 

In 1963, Knut T. Gundersen established an annual sum-
mer institute in American studies for teachers from the five 
Nordic countries as a way of keeping contacts alive between 
Luther College and contemporary Scandinavia. In 1978, 
Kathleen Stokker brought her energy, teaching skill, and 
scholarship to the task of teaching Norwegian language and 
culture. She was joined by others, including Harley Refsal in 
Norwegian and folk art. The establishment of the King Olav 
V endowment in 1982 provided funds to bring teachers from 
Norway on a one-year basis. Among them has been Øyvind 
T. Gulliksen.72 Since 1967, Marv Slind and I have offered 
courses on immigration history or Scandinavian history, and 
I established a Museum Studies minor in 1969 that has been 
taught in cooperation with Vesterheim curators. 

At one stage, in a manner unique in American higher 
education, Norwegian studies were a part of the required first-
year curriculum at Luther College. For thirty years towards the 
end of the twentieth century, Paideia included a Norwegian 
and Norwegian-American unit with readings like Henrik 
Ibsen’s Hedda Gabler, Elisabeth Koren’s diary of pioneer life, 
O. E. Rölvaag’s Giants in the Earth, and Ingrid Semmingsen’s 
history of Norwegian immigration. A guided tour of Vester-
heim was part of the unit. This unit introduced all first-year 
students to the dreams and traditions that have been part of 
Luther College from the very beginning. More than that, it 
was paired with a unit on Africa and African-American life. 
Through these parallel case studies, more than 10,000 Luther 
undergraduates were introduced to the processes that have 
woven ethnic elements from around the globe into the fabric 
of American life and literature.

The dream of a Norwegian university in 
America has become an American dream, but it 

remains a dream with a difference. 

In other ways, the Norwegian legacy of the college played 
a role in establishing programs that extended beyond the 
campus. The Nobel Peace Prize Forum since 1989 has rotated 
among five Midwestern colleges founded by Norwegians: 
Augsburg, Augustana, Concordia, Luther, and St. Olaf. It 
was held most recently at Luther College in 2011. For two 
decades, this forum has enriched academic life and interna-
tional understanding by bringing winners of the Nobel Peace 
Prize and other outstanding speakers to campus. 

In addition, Luther College students and faculty have 
benefitted from many January, semester, and year-long study 
programs to Norway. 

Promotion of Scandinavian scholarship has also been 
part of the mix. Between 1979 and 1985, on my initiative, 
Luther College hosted three international conferences to 
stimulate cooperation among scholars of Danish, Finnish, 
Icelandic, Norwegian, and Swedish immigration. In 1985, in 
celebration of Luther College’s 125th anniversary, we hosted 
the annual meeting of the national Society for the Advance-
ment of Scandinavian Studies. 

The ties to Norway remain strong. In 2011, the President 
of Oslo University came to Decorah to inaugurate Luther Col-
lege’s sesquicentennial year [and his convocation address is in 
the spring 2011 Agora]. In June, some 120 scholars from Nor-
way, Canada, and the United States came to Luther College 
for an international conference on Norwegian immigration. 
In October, King Harald V and Queen Sonja of Norway will 
make the eighth visit of Norwegian royalty to Luther College 
to join the sesquicentennial celebration.

The dream of a Norwegian university in America has 
become an American dream, but it remains a dream with a 
difference. Enduring ideals of leadership, academic excellence, 
egalitarian solidarity, and a shared sense of community have 
given strength to the college and shaped its ideals for a century 
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and a half. A legacy of scholarly resources makes Norwegian-
American studies the only area in which Luther College 
is unsurpassed by any other research center in the world. 
Moreover, Luther College’s strongest resource for promoting 
international understanding still lies in its unbroken tradition 
of ties to the small, beautiful, peaceful, and environmentally 
sensitive country of Norway in northern Europe. 
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time. However, Farwell’s proposal for an experimental paracollege 
ran contrary to Luther’s tradition of egalitarian solidarity and was 
defeated by one vote in the faculty in 1968.

72 Pål Espolin Johnson also taught at Luther College in 1984-
85 and wrote a series of letters to Lillehammer Tilskuer about his 
experiences in Ronald Reagan’s America, which were published as a 
slender book called Amerika-brev: Epistler (Oslo: Cappelen, 1985), 
but he had very little to say about the college.
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